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n an article revisiting Benedict Anderson’s theory of

context is needed in order to read the novel as a novel.

lematically, read as literature on memory and trauma. In my

imagined communities, and in particular the relation-

An interesting test case for Culler’s idea is presented by the

ship between the modern novel and the nation, Jona-

reception of Sofi Oksanen’s internationally successful Finnish

analysis of the Estonian reception of Purge, I examine how a
transnational perspective affects the reading of the novel in

than Culler advances the idea that the novel functions

novel Purge (Puhdistus, 2008) in Estonia, the national setting

the national context and vice versa. As one who participated

in the contemporary world as a transnational form primarily

of the book. Although Culler’s discussion of the cosmopolitan

in the debates on Purge in Estonia, I am presenting this article

directed at the international cosmopolitan reader.1 It is there-

novel refers to postcolonial literature, another transnational

as an attempt at self-reflection.

fore possible that the national community of readers closest

phenomenon in contemporary literature that is similar to

to the novel’s origin might not be its best audience.2 He pro-

the postcolonial type discussed by Culler3 is literature on

vides the example of the critical Peruvian reception accorded

memory. Both address international readership in discussing

The novel Purge, based on a play with the same title,4

Mario Vargas Llosa’s Storyteller, which reproached the author

widespread phenomena such as the postcolonial experience

was translated into Estonian in April 2009. It was received

for quietism and evasiveness. Culler argues that Peruvian

or working through historical traumas, but represent them

as a quasi-Estonian novel partly because of Oksanen’s Esto-

readers read the novel as a political statement against the

in the historically specific (national) context. Because it ad-

nian background, and partly because it recounts, through

backdrop of Vargas Llosa’s political activity and writing. He

dresses the traumatic legacies of World War II and Soviet rule

its two protagonists Aliide and Zara, the intertwining stories

suggests that a “geographic remove” from the novel’s national

in Estonia, Purge can be tentatively, albeit somewhat prob-

of Stalinist terror in Estonia and of trafficking in women in

20
post-Soviet Eastern Europe. Zara, a young woman from Vladi-

of the 1970s and 1980s.12 Ethnologist Ene Kõresaar, who has

occupation as a rupture. Kaljundi demonstrates that the at-

vostok on the run from sex slavery, arrives in Estonia at the

analyzed the Purge debate with regard to how memory is

tribution of past and present sexual violence and political

farm of her great-aunt Aliide to learn more about the suffering

discussed in the public arena, argues that the conflicting argu-

terror to Russians equates the two, transfers the victimization

and acts of crime and complicity in her family during World

ments reflect the typical scenario of post-Soviet memory cul-

of women to the whole nation,20 and assigns the blame to an

War II.

ture, in which the discourse of totalitarianism and suffering

ethnic group that is a part of post-Soviet Estonia.

The growing success of the novel in Finland and elsewhere
was repeatedly reported and celebrated in the Estonian press

referring to the Stalinist period clashes with milder memories
of everyday life under late socialism.13

an unequivocal moral interpretation of the world, construct a

even before the novel was available in Estonian. After translation, it was powerfully embraced by official publicity, but not

My own contribution to the debate drew attention to the
melodramatic elements of the text which, in aspiring towards
world of perpetrators and victims. This permits a nationalistic

reviewed as a literary work.5 The cultural critic Kaarel Tarand

Another, more serious charge of distortion refers to

suggests that the reasons for the lack of literary reviews, and

the sensitive issue of sexual violence against women in the

ethnic lines.21 The melodramatic element is most evident in

for Purge’s prominence in the public space in promotional

Stalinist period. Tali, who raises the point, argues that in the

the redemptive finale of the novel, in which the only mor-

articles and interviews that represented Oksanen as a na-

representational mode used in Purge the theme seems to be

ally ambivalent character, the protagonist Aliide, reveals her

tional hero, are to be found in the international recognition

borrowed from international experience in Kosovo or Congo

moral value by saving her niece Zara in the nick of time.22 Her

accorded the novel before its arrival in Estonia.

rather than Estonian history. There is almost no historical

act of (self )sacrificial violence is meant not only to save the

research on violence against women in the 1940s in Estonia,

girl, but also to purge the social order that is presented in the

tion in Estonia, Purge became the object of unprecedented

and it is not a topos of Estonian memory culture.15 That is not

novel in ethnopolitical terms.23

public debate that centered on the question of presenting Es-

to say that such a phenomenon might not have occurred in

tonian history in fictional form.7 The debate was remarkable

the Stalinist period. Tali’s argument indicates some resistance

in its intensity, and exceeded the public space usually allotted

to accepting the possibility of such violence against women in

The reaction to Purge in Estonia brings to mind the

to a literary debate. The discussion was opened by a column

the Estonian context.

reception of Steven Spielberg’s Holocaust film Schindler’s List

6

In the autumn of 2010, more than a year after its publica-

in the daily newspaper Eesti Päevaleht by journalist Piret Tali,

14

Many works of fiction have drawn attention to past crimes

reading of the novel, because the roles are distributed along

(1993) in the US, as analyzed by Miriam Bratu Hansen.24 Like

for whom Purge molded Estonian history “into a modern

that were not being addressed in the present. Nonetheless,

Spielberg’s film, Purge addresses collectively relevant histori-

thriller in short sentences à la Dan Brown and covered with a

it is problematic, I think, to claim something as sensitive as

cal traumas — the mass deportation of Estonians in 1949 and

disgusting trendy sauce of violence against women, anguish,

sexual violence against women in a specific historical context,

the annihilation of the Forest Brethren guerilla resistance

and depression”.8 Her critical approach instantly provoked

especially if it is presented not as a personal experience of the

movement by the Soviet regime in the 1940s and 1950s. In

pain and fury in subsequent defenders of Purge. The critical

protagonist, but as a widespread phenomenon. Rein Raud’s

both cases, the reception is characterized by suspicions

dissent seems to be, more than a reaction to the novel itself,

summary of the argument about the culture industry — “by

about the popular success of the works and perceptions of

a response to its acclaim as a document about Estonian his-

linking historical narrative with the clichés familiar enough

a clash between the representational modes employed and

tory that would enlighten the international reader about the

[...] to the western reader, she [Oksanen] touches precisely

the subject matter. Whereas the polemic against Schindler’s

historic suffering of Estonians. The specific points of criti-

those keys and chords that megasuccess presupposes” — is

List was based on a comparison with Claude Lanzmann’s

cism, all of which revolve around questions of history, can be

presumably applicable to the issue of sexual violence. Tali’s

film Shoah (1985) as an exemplary attempt to represent the

divided between two broader arguments: one concerns the

observation draws attention to the fact that violence against

genocide, Purge was negatively compared to the novels of the

representational choices made in the novel, and the other

women is a topos in the transnational memory culture to

Estonian writer Ene Mihkelson, which portray Stalinist terror

deals with problems with the novel’s depiction of history,

which the international reader can relate.

in a highly experimental form and, instead of reworking the

caused in part by those choices.

The critical approaches to Purge view it as a novel that

It is possible, however, that the critics’ problem with the

historical trauma in the name of national identity, present the

generalization of sexual violence against women is primarily

conflict between individual remembering and the post-Soviet

the novel’s perceived relationship to the post-Soviet politics

politics of memory.25

of memory — the last set of questions debated with regard to

In her illuminating analysis of the reception of Schindler’s

is part of the culture industry, which aims at accessibility, sen-

Purge. Many critics have opined that the novel is celebrated

List, Miriam Bratu Hansen argues that the film is important

sationalism, and entertainment. In telling a horrific story of

in Estonia because its interpretation of Estonian history is

for its “diagnostic significance” in relation to the public re-

crimes and suffering inflicted on people, it employs elements

in harmony with the post-Soviet politics of memory. Those

membrance of the Holocaust in American culture, but also vis

of the thriller and melodrama that make it a gripping read,

whose uneasiness with the representation of history led them

à vis the functioning of public memory in general.26 She shows

but turn Estonian history into a theme park. The novel exoti-

to search for errors of historical detail were vulnerable to the

how the straightforward rejection of the film overshadows

cizes elements of local color and borrows from Hollywood

objection that they had read Purge as a realist text. It may be

its diagnostic value as well as diverts the discussion from the

film in its sensational representation of the violence against

argued that, as Purge works with clear-cut dichotomies and

textual workings of the film.

women in sex slavery.9

stereotypes, it must be read differently. However, as Linda

Another aspect of the argument refers to ethnic stereotyp-

In the light of Hansen’s analysis, Purge can be seen to have a

Kaljundi shows in her analysis of the interesting use of olfac-

diagnostic value on multiple levels. First, the debate on Purge

ing in characterization. On this point Purge is compared to

tory motifs and the theme of purity and filth in Purge, the im-

brought to the fore the differences in the interpretation of

the Stalinist novels of the 1940s—1950s, which “had a certain

age of Estonian history that results from such a reading is still

World War II and its aftermath in post-Soviet Estonia not only

appeal; they fitted into some of our deep psychological

susceptible to political and ethical criticism.16

between the ethnic communities in the country, but within

needs, to our needs for fairy tales, for tales of heroes and villains”.10 Whereas in Stalinist literature heroic Soviet citizens

the Estonian community itself, in particular with regard to
whether or not the memories of ethnic minorities deserve a

were contrasted to sadistic Nazis, the patriotic Estonians in

The post-Soviet Estonian politics of memory have

Purge are noble in body and mind, while Soviets are filthy and

centered on the themes of national suffering and heroism,

evil. In other words, Purge’s element of mass culture, its ea-

which function as a “dominant narrative and state-supported

tive remembrance and the role of literature as its medium.

gerness to entertain the reader, and its popular success seem

memory regime”.17 The fixation on victimhood has served as

Michael Rothberg has argued that collective memory is not a

to make it suspect as a novel about historic suffering because

a screen memory18 for avoiding questions about the Holocaust

“zero-sum struggle for preeminence”, but multidirectional,

the representational mode distorts history.

in Estonian territory and the collaboration of Estonians in So-

creating new forms of solidarity through intercultural cross-

viet rule. At the same time, it has an ethnopolitical dimension

referencing of different memories.27 Consequently, Purge’s

If we examine the allegations of distortion more closely, we

place in the Estonian collective memory.
The second diagnostic point concerns the nature of collec-

find that some critics maintain that this schematic mode de-

in the multi-ethnic Estonian state in that it ignores and ex-

critics’ concerns that the novel may achieve a political impact

monizes and presents an overly negative picture of the Soviet

cludes the diverse memories of different ethnic groups.19 For

by establishing a hegemonic image of the past may prove to

period.11 Attempts to rehabilitate the Soviet period have led to

Linda Kaljundi, Purge constitutes a powerful reiteration of

be exaggerated for two reasons. First, as Rothberg maintains,

accusations of Soviet nostalgia and insensitivity towards the

the regime of memory established in the early 1990s because

one memory does not necessarily preclude others. Second,

suffering of co-nationals, as well as an inability to differenti-

it represents the interwar Estonian Republic as a pastoral

and this brings us back to Culler’s point discussed at the be-

ate between the periods of Stalinist terror and the socialism

paradise, the farm as a symbol of the nation, and the Soviet

ginning of this article, novels are not read merely as political
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statements. The critics of Purge fell into the same trap as the
novel’s publicists in that they read and discussed the novel as
a representation of history. What gets eclipsed is the fact that
Purge may not be, or at least does not function transnationally, as a novel about historic national suffering, but rather a
masterfully executed, uncanny story about women’s fear.28
Instead of rejecting the novel on ideological grounds that are
relevant only in the national context, we ought to analyze its
textual workings and its attempt to represent sexual violence
and other politically relevant issues in literature more closely.29 As Culler shows, a geographic remove or a transnational
perspective may allow readers to find more in a work of art
rather than less.

Finally, Purge confirms that literature as a medium of
collective remembrance is a phenomenon of reception30 and
that popular success is a prerequisite for attracting transnational attention to issues of historic injustice, especially in
marginal historical contexts. The national perspective on
Purge reinforces the realization that historical specificity may
be compromised in the process. How we deal with specificity
in remembering historical injustice and suffering in the public
arena and in literature is a question still open for discus-

≈

sion.
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